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of the 

The scannedretina.com; 
A Private Advocacy Membership Group, dedicated to 

Securing
Lawful Constitutional Compliance for all Americans.

 

Editor:  Arnie Rosner
A sovereign American. A Californian 

and 
NOT a U.S. Citizen

8905 Rhine River Avenue
Fountain Valley, California [92708-5607]
714-964-4056
arnie@arnierosner.com
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1).  Sep 28, 2018 Attention Mr. Le - Branch Manager

On Sep 28, 2018, at 4:41 PM, Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:

Mr. Le,

As we discussed, the following is the last draft of a letter I intend to distribute.  The 

content of the actual final message remains subject to the decision the bank officers decide to 

take.  Unless I hear otherwise from you I will distribute this message globally on Tuesday, 

October 3, 2018 after midnight PAC time. 
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2).  Exposing Congressional Corruption

The Corporate Congressman – only a partial list.

DIANE FEINSTEIN – THE CORPORATION

Feinstein – IMPOSTOR!

https://scannedretina.com/2018/08/25/the-corporate-congressman-only-a-partial-list/
https://scannedretina.com/2018/09/02/diane-feinstein-the-corporation/
https://scannedretina.com/2018/09/02/feinstein-impostor/
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3).  Recipients of distribution

Here is a small sample of the tentative list of recipients.  My associates in Washington 

with handle the distribution to the appropriate members of the various entities who are 

pretending to be our legitimate government.

mamasafari Rosner <nancy@mamasafari.com>

Stephen.Cummings@unionbank.com

Stephen.Cummings@unionbankemail.com

Fax FTB:   <19168555646@efaxsend.com> 

SDPS <brandon@samedayprocess.com>

mailto:nancy@mamasafari.com
mailto:Stephen.Cummings@unionbank.com
mailto:Stephen.Cummings@unionbankemail.com
mailto:19168555646@efaxsend.com
mailto:brandon@samedayprocess.com
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4).  Distribution Instructions - Washington, D.C.

Distribution Instructions - Washington, D.C.:  Same Day Process Service.

Dear Brandon, please reproduce this message and serve both congressional banking 

commissions in the senate and the house.  The judiciary Committee, The inspector general of the 

DOJ, the Comptroller of the Currency and the Secretary of the Treasury.  And of course 

distribute to Mr. Trump.  

And by special request please serve Senator Warren…This is a matter of Consumer 

protection abuse, Elder Abuse, fraud, misrepresentation, breach of fiduciary responsibility and 

treason against the American people. 

20OCT16-Warren Questions ‘Proper Accountability’ at Wells Fargo

Please created one CD/DVD as well for the individual commissions...so the links will be 

hot.

About Misprision of a Felony

All Americans are compelled by law to report any crime of which they become aware.

https://scannedretina.com/2016/10/20/20oct16-warren-questions-proper-accountability-at-wells-fargo/
https://scannedretina.com/2013/07/12/misprision-of-a-felony/
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5).  As of June 1, 2018, FTB IS IN DEFAULT

Further, Mr. Le, more on the default of FTB.  I intend to provide copies of this message 

to them as well.

Then I will pursue the matter with the US Attorney for the real state…California.  And 

not the current de facto THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA - notice the all caps designation...which 

currently unlawfully occupies the legitimate offices but in dishonor.
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6).  As of June 1, 2018, FTB IS IN DEFAULT-1

PUBLIC NOTICE

As of June 1, 2018, FTB IS IN DEFAULT

www-scannedretina.com 

- 3 of 27 - 
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1.1). 

Notice of default: June 1, 2018

Notice of default:

June 01, 2018

As of 06-01-18 no response has been received from any of the noticed respondents 

identified as principals to this matter. 

FTB Respondents – Principals

Pursuant to the lawful conditions dictated in the initial request for credentials...

Your response is required by May 25, 2018, by the end of the business day. Your 

response will establish the proper legitimacy and the lawful Constitutional authority by 

which 

your agency seeks to trespass on my sovereignty as an American.

https://scannedretina.com/2018/07/01/public-notice-as-of-june-1-2018-ftb-is-in-default/
http://www-scannedretina.com/
mailto:arnie@arnierosner.com
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A non-response or a late response will be considered as admission of the criminal 

intent as stated

PUBLIC NOTICE

As of June 1, 2018, FTB IS IN DEFAULT

www-scannedretina.com 
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2). 

Non-response - Notice of default: June 1, 2018-1

You have failed—

to meet the basic test of legitimacy. By your own lack of compliance, 

your claims and FAKE assertions are null and void; They carry no lawful credibility or 

force of law.

And of a more serious nature...your intent to inflict harm on the American people 

must be considered as a deliberate, willful, criminal, and premeditated act.

Your willful disregard for the requirements of the law, exposes you and your named 

and noticed key staff , who have all failed to comply, to other serious consequences.

http://www-scannedretina.com/
mailto:arnie@arnierosner.com
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7).  FTB Respondents – Principals

FTB Respondents – Principals

SELVI STANISLAUS,

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

FILING ENFORCEMENT SECTION MS F180

FRANCHISE TAX BOARD

PO BOX 942840

SACRAMENTO CA 94240-0040

FAX number: 19168555646@efaxsend.com

CHRIS BEACH

CHIEF OF THE AUDIT DIVISION.

FAX number: 19168555646@efaxsend.com

JOZEL BRUNETT

CHIEF COUNSEL.

FAX number: 19168555646@efaxsend.com

CATHY CLEEK

CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER AND CHIEF OF THE TECHNOLOGY SERVICES 

DIVISION.

https://scannedretina.com/2018/06/27/ftb-respondents-principals/
mailto:19168555646@efaxsend.com
mailto:19168555646@efaxsend.com
mailto:19168555646@efaxsend.com
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FAX number: 19168555646@efaxsend.com

JEANNE HARRIMAN

CHIEF OF THE FINANCIAL AND EXECUTIVE SERVICES DIVISION.

FAX number: 19168555646@efaxsend.com

DENISE MELLOR IS

CHIEF OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES DIVISION.

FAX number: 19168555646@efaxsend.com

MARLENE WHITE

CHIEF OF OPTIMIZATION

FAX number: 19168555646@efaxsend.com

CAROL D. WILLIAMS

CHIEF OF THE FILING DIVISION.

FAX number: 19168555646@efaxsend.com

Good day Mr. Le,

mailto:19168555646@efaxsend.com
mailto:19168555646@efaxsend.com
mailto:19168555646@efaxsend.com
mailto:19168555646@efaxsend.com
mailto:19168555646@efaxsend.com
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How kind of you to followup and transmit the documents Nancy and I provided you, 

yesterday evening, to the appropriate internal bank departments.   Your courtesy and level of 

service is impressive and consistent with the reputation of Union Bank, which has attracted my 

wife to be a depositor for so many years.

One of the things of which we spoke was the misrepresenting agency, pretending to be 

legitimate, also operating for about 88 years with a trade name and also DBA as “Califrnia Govt 

Operations Agcy,”  

Contact Information

Franchise Tax Board, California

9646 Butterfield Way

Sacramento, CA 95827

Contact: Selvi Stanislaus

Title: Executive Officer

Phone: (916) 845-3650

Website:

There are “2” Companies located at 9646 Butterfield Way, Sacramento, CA 95827

Business Description

Franchise Tax Board, California, which also operates under the DELIBERATELY

MISSPELLED NAME - “Califrnia Govt Operations Agcy,” is located in Sacramento,
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California. This organization primarily operates in the Taxation Department, Government

business / industry within the Public Finance, Taxation and Monetary Policy sector. This

organization has been operating for approximately 88 years. Franchise Tax Board,

California employs approximately 2,000 people at this headquarters location and 6,000 

total

employees across all locations.

Sector: Public Finance, Taxation and Monetary Policy

Category: Finance, Taxation, and Monetary Policy

Industry: Taxation Department, Government

SIC Code: 9311

Franchise Tax Board, California

Trade Name:

Califrnia Govt Operations Agcy

Franchise Tax Board

Year Founded: 1930

Location Type: HQ

Revenue: N/A

Employees Here: 2,000

Employees Total: 6,000

Facility Size: 800,000 sqft

A criminal act – Semantic Deceit

Franchise Tax Board – Semantic Deceit – AKA – Califrnia Govt Operations Agcy

https://scannedretina.com/2016/09/12/a-criminal-act-semantic-deceit/
https://scannedretina.com/2018/05/04/franchise-tax-board-semantic-deceit-aka-califrnia-govt-operations-agcy/
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And as I had stated, Federal Judge David O. Carter was copied on the package sent to 

05-08-18 Selvi Stanislaus Ref-496328121311.  Ms. Stanislaus, an attorney, is from Sri Lanka.  

Rather amazing wouldn’t you say?  As an attorney, she knows exactly how to execute this fraud 

and treason.  She is a trained expert in deception…my personal observations and opinion, of 

course.

FTB Package delivered 772174196973

Never-the-less if you, as an officer of Union Bank, chose to take my claims seriously, 

now that I have provided you notification of the fraud, you can verify for yourself the extent of 

the criminal enterprise and make a determination about the criminal enterprise with whom Union 

Bank seems to be associating.  

CALIFORNIA FRANCHISE TAX BOARD – WHO ARE YOU?

Because of your courtesy I have still delayed publishing the following information, to the 

public domain.  I have also temporarily delayed filing the police report as I have indicated.  

I am providing additional time for the those responsible for the decisions to deal directly 

with a criminal enterprise like the Franchise Tax Board, to reconsider their criminally motivated 

conduct, which also betrays the trust of the bank’s clients?

Is it not true, Mr. Le, that part of the commitment to the bank's clients is transparency and 

complete open and honest communications?  If that is true, Mr. Le, then how do bank officers 

like yourself, maintain your honorable respect for the client’s rights, and then permit such an 

association with a widely known criminal de facto enterprise?  

https://scannedretina.files.wordpress.com/2018/05/05-08-18-selvi-stanislaus-ref-496328121311.pdf
https://scannedretina.com/2018/06/28/ftb-package-delivered-772174196973/
https://scannedretina.com/2018/05/10/california-franchise-tax-board-who-are-you/
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And examining the fruit of these associations, you charged my wife an extra fee to deal 

with a widely known fraudulent agency asserting fraudulent claims.  How can you manage to 

explain the association in the first place, and then justify charging a fee for conspiring with the 

criminal elements to defraud my wife, which in this case is a totally fraudulent, and a complete 

conflict of interest? 

And while we are speaking of transparency, please explain the secret coding practice of 

the upper case name on the financially related matters, The hidden contract — Colonel Edward 

Mandell House — which by its deceptive nature…is fraudulent and null and void on its 

surface…

Finally putting the CAPS together!

As I believe this information…could conceivably create some serious problems for the 

parties involved.  As a responsible American, I am attempting to be as generous as possible at 

this point and maintaining a great deal of restraint from taking more aggressive action.   But let’s 

face it Mr, Le, the actions of the bank so far in this matter, reveal the bank’s role in what any 

reasonable person must conclude is a deliberate conspiracy!  The collusion between the bank and 

the agency is obvious. 

And for the bank to act as they are — CRIMINALLY COMPLICIT — so far in this 

matter, provides pretty conclusive evidence of wrong-doing based on the obvious cooperation.  

Such cooperation between the fake agency AKA the California Franchise Tax Board; AKA - 

http://scannedretina.wordpress.com/2012/07/17/colonel-edward-mandell-house/
http://scannedretina.wordpress.com/2012/07/17/colonel-edward-mandell-house/
https://scannedretina.com/2018/03/06/finally-putting-the-caps-together/
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Califrnia Govt Operations Agcy — and Union Bank to do deliberate and premeditated harm to 

my wife makes a pretty strong criminal case. 

Now what may not be too clear at this moment, but it seems to me that folks caught up in 

these kinds of criminal acts against the American people, are now subject to Mr. Trump’s recent 

executive order, which seizes the personal assets of the criminally complicit parties in 

committing fraud on the people and may also subject them to the jurisdiction of military 

tribunals.  

And consider Mr. Le, the bank has already violated its fiduciary responsibilities by 

unlawfully denying my wife access to her funds…and then charged her an extra $100.00 fee to 

add additional injury to insult, and she is a totally unaffected party to this matter.  And also 

consider the attitude displayed almost universally by the employees with whom I have interacted 

— they are just following orders.  Nuremberg Trials - HISTORY

That didn’t seem to work out as expected for many people involved.

Update 9-27-18 Union Bank - Engaged in unlawful conversion of client's assets?

https://scannedretina.files.wordpress.com/2018/09/update-9-27-18-union-bank-engaged-

in-unlawful-conversion-of-clients-assets2.pdf

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=10&ved=2ahUKEwjh_veJ0N7dAhWdIjQIHSC3Bh8QFjAJegQIBRAB&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.history.com%2Ftopics%2Fworld-war-ii%2Fnuremberg-trials&usg=AOvVaw0RUXHRgw2-zWDZY4-AZD1O
https://scannedretina.files.wordpress.com/2018/09/update-9-27-18-union-bank-engaged-in-unlawful-conversion-of-clients-assets2.pdf
https://scannedretina.files.wordpress.com/2018/09/update-9-27-18-union-bank-engaged-in-unlawful-conversion-of-clients-assets2.pdf
https://scannedretina.files.wordpress.com/2018/09/update-9-27-18-union-bank-engaged-in-unlawful-conversion-of-clients-assets2.pdf
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You know Mr. Le, when a well known and recognized financial Institution like Union 

Bank, gives all kinds of assurances as to the dedication of service and safety to their depositors, 

as my wife expressed her point of view, (and I am paraphrasing) she has been abandoned and 

treated with such dishonor in this matter, she is reluctant to trust the bank any longer.  And really 

Mr. Le, How can any ordinary trusting American, feel differently.  

And permit me to add this last point.  It is a well understood maxim of law, that fraud 

vitiates all.  

As soon as I noticed the bank of the crimes taking place, all of the excuses and the 

denial of responsibility evaporated.  The bank had a full obligation to suspend further 

action until it was determined the complaint was accurate.  Sending your client back to the 

criminal to attempt to negotiate is ludicrous at minimum.  It is a form of coercion and 

intimidation.  And that is what this whole matter is about.  I do not intend to contact the 

criminals as it would give them the recognition of legitimacy.  Why would I ask Al Capone 

anything?

But it also reveals the cooperative nature of the relationship between Union Bank 

policy makers, corporate officers, and the employees involved, which includes you…Mr. 

Le... and the criminal enterprise.

All people regardless of circumstances are free to make their own decisions as to how 

they behave.  We as the American people mostly seem to be trusting and honorable by nature.  

So one must work extra hard to make decisions to place themselves in dishonor.  But to be sure, 

acting in dishonor is a free choice and one for which we are totally and directly responsible.  
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Free-Will Choice

So in closing…permit me to present you with a very short sentence about just one word...

GOT HONOR?

arnie

arnie@arnierosner.com

714-964-4056 24/7

scannedretina.com

https://scannedretina.com/2018/01/13/free-will-choice/
https://scannedretina.com/2017/12/14/got-honor/
mailto:arnie@arnierosner.com
http://scannedretina.com/
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8).  Good day Mr. Le

Good day Mr. Le,

How kind of you to followup and transmit the documents Nancy and I provided you, 

yesterday evening, to the appropriate internal bank departments.   Your courtesy and level of 

service is impressive and consistent with the reputation of Union Bank, which has attracted my 

wife to be a depositor for so many years.

One of the things of which we spoke was the misrepresenting agency, pretending to be 

legitimate, also operating for about 88 years with a trade name and also DBA as “Califrnia Govt 

Operations Agcy,”
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9).  FTB AKA Califrnia Govt Operations Agcy

Contact Information

Franchise Tax Board, California

9646 Butterfield Way

Sacramento, CA 95827

Contact: Selvi Stanislaus

Title: Executive Officer

Phone: (916) 845-3650

Website:

There are “2” Companies located at 9646 Butterfield Way, Sacramento, CA 95827

Business Description

Franchise Tax Board, California, which also operates under the DELIBERATELY

MISSPELLED NAME - “Califrnia Govt Operations Agcy,” is located in Sacramento,

California. This organization primarily operates in the Taxation Department, Government

business / industry within the Public Finance, Taxation and Monetary Policy sector. This

organization has been operating for approximately 88 years. Franchise Tax Board,

California employs approximately 2,000 people at this headquarters location and 6,000 

total
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employees across all locations.

Sector: Public Finance, Taxation and Monetary Policy

Category: Finance, Taxation, and Monetary Policy

Industry: Taxation Department, Government

SIC Code: 9311

Franchise Tax Board, California

Trade Name:

Califrnia Govt Operations Agcy

Franchise Tax Board

Year Founded: 1930

Location Type: HQ

Revenue: N/A

Employees Here: 2,000

Employees Total: 6,000

Facility Size: 800,000 sqft

A criminal act – Semantic Deceit

Franchise Tax Board – Semantic Deceit – AKA – Califrnia Govt Operations Agcy

https://scannedretina.com/2016/09/12/a-criminal-act-semantic-deceit/
https://scannedretina.com/2018/05/04/franchise-tax-board-semantic-deceit-aka-califrnia-govt-operations-agcy/
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10).  Reported to Federal Judge

Misprision of Felony

And as I had stated, Federal Judge David O. Carter was copied on the package sent to 

05-08-18 Selvi Stanislaus Ref-496328121311.  Ms. Stanislaus, an attorney, is from Sri Lanka.  

Rather amazing wouldn’t you say?  As an attorney, she knows exactly how to execute this fraud 

and treason.  She is a trained expert in deception…my personal observations and opinion, of 

course.

FTB Package delivered 772174196973

Never-the-less if you, as an officer of Union Bank, chose to take my claims seriously, 

now that I have provided you notification of the fraud, you can verify for yourself the extent of 

the criminal enterprise and make a determination about the criminal enterprise with whom Union 

Bank seems to be associating.

  

CALIFORNIA FRANCHISE TAX BOARD – WHO ARE YOU?

https://scannedretina.files.wordpress.com/2018/05/05-08-18-selvi-stanislaus-ref-496328121311.pdf
https://scannedretina.com/2018/06/28/ftb-package-delivered-772174196973/
https://scannedretina.com/2018/05/10/california-franchise-tax-board-who-are-you/
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11).  September 28, 2018 - Customer Service, Union Bank

From: "Customer Service, Union Bank" <donotreply@donotreply.com>

Subject: Auto-Confirmation Of Your Message.

Date: September 28, 2018 at 11:42:58 PM PDT

To: <arnie@arnierosner.com>

Thank you for your message. This is to acknowledge that we have received your email 

and will respond to your inquiry within the next business day. 

Your questions and comments are important to us, and we look forward to assisting you. 

Please do not reply to this Auto Confirmation of your message. If you would like to send 

another message, please visit our web site http://www.unionbank.com. 

==============================================================

PLEASE NOTE: The MUFG logo and name is a service mark of Mitsubishi UFJ 

Financial Group, Inc. (\u201cMUFG\u201d) and may be used by it or other Group 

companies for marketing purposes, including MUFG Americas Holdings 

Corporation affiliates and subsidiaries. Lending, deposit, securities, 

investment banking, and other banking services are provided by banking 

and/or broker-dealer affiliates of MUFG, including, MUFG Bank, Ltd. ("MUFG 

Bank"), MUFG Union Bank, N.A. (\u201cMUB\u201d), MUFG Securities Americas Inc. 

(\u201cMUSA\u201d), and MUFG Securities (Canada), Ltd. (\u201cMUS(CAN)\u201d). 

MUB is an 
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FDIC-insured bank. MUSA is a member of FINRA and SIPC.  MUS(CAN) is a 

member of IIROC and CIPF.

This message is intended for the named addressee(s) only. It may contain 

confidential, proprietary or legally privileged information. No confidentiality or 

privilege is waived or lost by any mis-transmission. If you receive this 

message in error, please delete it and all copies from your system, destroy 

any hard copies and notify the sender. You must not, directly or indirectly, 

use, disclose, distribute, print or copy any part of this message if you are 

not the intended recipient. MUFG, its affiliates and subsidiaries reserve the 

right to monitor all electronic communications through their respective 

networks.   Any views expressed in this message are those of the 

individual sender and do not constitute investment advice or 

recommendation, except where the message expressly states otherwise 

and the sender is authorized to furnish the same.  MUFG (and its 

subsidiaries) shall (will) not be liable for the message if modified.
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12).  Further Discussion with Mr. Le

Because of your courtesy I have still delayed publishing the following information, to the 

public domain.  I have also temporarily delayed filing the police report as I have indicated.  

I am providing additional time for the those responsible for the decisions to deal directly 

with a criminal enterprise like the Franchise Tax Board, to reconsider their criminally motivated 

conduct, which also betrays the trust of the bank’s clients?

Is it not true, Mr. Le, that part of the commitment to the bank's clients is transparency and 

complete open and honest communications?  If that is true, Mr. Le, then how do bank officers 

like yourself, maintain your honorable respect for the client’s rights, and then permit such an 

association with a widely known criminal de facto enterprise?  

And examining the fruit of these associations, you charged my wife an extra fee to deal 

with a widely known fraudulent agency asserting fraudulent claims.  How can you manage to 

explain the association in the first place, and then justify charging a fee for conspiring with the 

criminal elements to defraud my wife, which in this case is a totally fraudulent, and a complete 

conflict of interest as well as a total breach of ethics and fiduciary responsibilities? 

And while we are speaking of transparency, please explain the secret coding practice 

(Law Merchant) of the upper case name on the financially related matters, The hidden contract 

— Colonel Edward Mandell House — which by its deceptive nature…is fraudulent and null and 

http://scannedretina.wordpress.com/2012/07/17/colonel-edward-mandell-house/
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void on its surface…

Finally putting the CAPS together!

The hidden contract imposed by deception without full disclosure and transparency — 

nullifies and makes void any agreement associated with such transactions.

As I believe this information…could conceivably create some serious problems for the 

parties involved.  As a responsible American, I am attempting to be as generous as possible in 

demonstrating my good faith effort, to maintain a great deal of restraint from taking more 

aggressive action.   But let’s face it Mr, Le, the actions of the bank so far in this matter, reveal 

the bank’s role in what any reasonable person must conclude is a deliberate conspiracy!  The 

collusion and conspiracy between the bank and the agency is obvious. 

And for the bank to act as they are — CRIMINALLY COMPLICIT — so far in this 

matter, provides pretty conclusive evidence of wrong-doing based on the obvious cooperation.  

Such cooperation between the fake agency AKA the California Franchise Tax Board; AKA - 

Califrnia Govt Operations Agcy — and Union Bank to do deliberate and premeditated harm to 

my wife makes a pretty strong criminal case. 

Now what may not be too clear at this moment, but it seems to me that folks caught up in 

these kinds of criminal acts against the American people, are now subject to Mr. Trump’s recent 

https://scannedretina.com/2018/03/06/finally-putting-the-caps-together/
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executive order, which seizes the personal assets of the criminally complicit parties in 

committing fraud on the people and may also subject them to the jurisdiction of military 

tribunals.  

And consider Mr. Le, the bank has already violated its fiduciary responsibilities by 

unlawfully denying my wife access to her funds…and then charged her an extra $100.00 fee to 

add additional injury to insult, and she is a totally unaffected party to this matter.  And also 

consider the attitude displayed almost universally by the employees with whom I have interacted 

— they are just following orders.  Nuremberg Trials - HISTORY

That didn’t seem to work out as expected for many people involved.

Update 9-27-18 Union Bank - Engaged in unlawful conversion of client's assets?

You know Mr. Le, when a well known and recognized financial Institution like Union 

Bank, gives all kinds of assurances as to the dedication of service and safety to their depositors, 

as my wife expressed her point of view, (and I am paraphrasing) As a loyal client for about 50 

years…she has been abandoned and treated with such dishonor in this matter, she is reluctant to 

trust the bank any longer.  And really Mr. Le, How can any ordinary trusting American, feel 

differently.  

And permit me to add this last point.  It is a well understood maxim of law, that fraud 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=10&ved=2ahUKEwjh_veJ0N7dAhWdIjQIHSC3Bh8QFjAJegQIBRAB&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.history.com%2Ftopics%2Fworld-war-ii%2Fnuremberg-trials&usg=AOvVaw0RUXHRgw2-zWDZY4-AZD1O
https://scannedretina.files.wordpress.com/2018/09/update-9-27-18-union-bank-engaged-in-unlawful-conversion-of-clients-assets2.pdf
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vitiates all.  

As soon as I noticed the bank of the crimes taking place, all of the excuses and the 

denial of responsibility evaporated.  The bank had a full obligation to suspend further 

action until it was determined the complaint was accurate.  Sending your client back to the 

criminal to attempt to negotiate is ludicrous at minimum.  It is a form of coercion and 

intimidation.  And that is what this whole matter is about.  I do not intend to contact the 

criminals as it would give them the recognition of legitimacy.  Why would I ask Al Capone 

anything?

But it also reveals the cooperative nature of the relationship between Union Bank 

policy makers, corporate officers, and the employees involved, which includes you…Mr. 

Le... and the criminal enterprise.

All people regardless of circumstances are free to make their own decisions as to how 

they behave.  We as the American people mostly seem to be trusting and honorable by nature.  

So one must work extra hard to make decisions to place themselves in dishonor.  But to be sure, 

acting in dishonor is a free choice and one for which we are totally and directly responsible.  

Free-Will Choice

So in closing…permit me to present you with a very short sentence about just one word...

https://scannedretina.com/2018/01/13/free-will-choice/
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GOT HONOR?

arnie

arnie@arnierosner.com

714-964-4056 24/7
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